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ABSTRACT

Multi-Task Learning (MTL) plays a crucial role in real-world advertising applications such as recom-
mender systems, aiming to achieve robust representations while minimizing resource consumption.
MTL endeavors to simultaneously optimize multiple tasks to construct a unified model serving diverse
objectives. In online advertising systems, tasks like Click-Through Rate (CTR) and Conversion Rate
(CVR) are often treated as MTL problems concurrently. However, it has been overlooked that a
conversion (ycvr = 1) necessitates a preceding click (yctr = 1). In other words, while certain CTR
tasks are associated with corresponding conversions, others lack such associations. Moreover, the
likelihood of noise is significantly higher in CTR tasks where conversions do not occur compared to
those where they do, and existing methods lack the ability to differentiate between these two scenarios.
In this study, exposure labels corresponding to conversions are regarded as definitive indicators, and a
novel task-specific loss is introduced by calculating a pairwise ranking (PWiseR) loss between model
predictions, manifesting as pairwise ranking loss, to encourage the model to rely more on them. To
demonstrate the effect of the proposed loss function, experiments were conducted on different MTL
and Single-Task Learning (STL) models using four distinct public MTL datasets, namely Alibaba FR,
NL, US, and CCP, along with a proprietary industrial dataset. The results indicate that our proposed
loss function outperforms the BCE loss function in most cases in terms of the AUC metric.

Keywords Recommender Systems, Click-Through Rate Prediction, Loss Function, Multi-Task Learning

1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of online recommender systems, click-through rate (CTR) prediction is no longer the only main
focus in industrial applications. Increasingly, various online metrics, such as different types of conversion rates, are also
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Figure 1: Demonstration of the proposed loss function for the training phase together with the overall MTL architecture.

being optimized to meet user needs and the platform’s profit targets. For example, online advertising recommender
systems aim to expose apps to users who are not only likely to click on them but also to download, activate, and make
purchases within these apps [1, 2]. Effective Cost Per Mille (eCPM) is used to evaluate the value of an advertisement
display, and it is calculated by several factors, including the predictions of both CTR and CVR [3, 4]. Therefore, it is
quite useful and natural to apply MTL to recommender systems to optimize different metrics simultaneously.

MTL aims to optimize multiple tasks by building a single model for different objectives, which can improve the
performance by utilizing the correlation between tasks and greatly reduce online consumption by using one model
to serve all different task predictions [5, 6, 7, 8]. Prior works mainly focus on the new structure in the network,
investigating how to model the complex relationship including the similarity as well as the conflicts between the tasks
[9, 10]. However, a causal connection sometimes occurs between these tasks. For example, in advertising systems, the
CTR and CVR tasks are interdependent; a conversion cannot occur without a preceding click. Using an e-commerce
recommender system as an example of the overall cycle of CTR and CVR estimation, the platform first recommends
various products to users. The users then click on some of these products and ultimately purchase their preferred ones.
This intrinsic and sequential user action pattern — impression -> click -> conversion — can be used to model both CTR
and CVR [6, 2]. In online advertising and recommender systems, the predicted Click & Conversion Rate (pCTCVR)
is calculated as the product of the predicted Click-Through Rate (pCTR) and the predicted Conversion Rate given a
click (pCVR) [11, 12]. This relationship, expressed as pCTCVR = pCTR × pCVR, provides a comprehensive measure
of an ad’s effectiveness by considering both the likelihood of a user clicking on the ad (pCTR) and the likelihood of
converting after the click (pCVR). By combining these probabilities, pCTCVR helps optimize ad selection and ranking,
prioritizing ads that are more likely to result in conversions, thereby enhancing revenue generation and user experience
on the platform. From the perspective of eCPM, merely obtaining a click is insufficient; the ultimate goal is to achieve a
conversion to generate profits. Therefore, there exists a mutual relationship between these two types of tasks, which
traditional network structures often struggle to model explicitly.
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Let’s suppose that we have two training samples, both with positive click labels: the first one with a positive conversion
label and the second one with a negative conversion label. In an actual industrial situation, it is highly believed that the
first sample will have a higher eCPM, along with more reliable click and conversion probabilities. The model needs to
rank the first sample higher than any others without any conversion. Moreover, the likelihood of a sample being noise is
much higher in the CTR task when conversions do not occur, compared to cases where they do.

Normally, it is quite common for an MTL model to be trained with these two samples using binary cross-entropy (BCE)
loss, which helps the model to learn and predict the task’s ranking score in a well-calibrated manner [8, 7, 6]. However,
it cannot distinguish the above case, especially for the ranking part.

Both CTR and CVR models are utilized in determining this ranking. Since tasks resulting in conversions yield higher
revenue, hence a higher eCPM metric, instances where the CVR value is 1 during the training of CTR models imply
that these models are more sensitive to such instances, indicating they will return more compatible rankings with CVR
models.

In this paper, a novel task-specific pairwise ranking loss is proposed for the above problems. This loss function, used in
conjunction with BCE, generates a pairwise loss between each instance where a conversion occurs and those where
it does not. This enables each candidate’s items to be ranked more precisely. The proposed PWiseR loss ensures
that CTR models give more weight to exposures where conversions occur, resulting in a more robust model against
noise. Additionally, since CTR models also utilize CVR labels, these two models will work more harmoniously
during the advertising ranking process. This approach prioritizes tasks where conversions occur, recommending higher
revenue-generating items.

The primary contributions of this paper can be outlined as follows:

• The proposed loss function ensures higher scores are assigned to instances where conversions occur, thereby
facilitating the network’s avoidance of noisy examples and improving the advertisement candidate ranking
process.

• The proposed approach can be applied not only to MTL but also to STL, provided that both CTR and CVR
labels are available, and it is designed to be model-agnostic.

• In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, results are shown for both 3 different MTL
methods and STL methods on 4 different MTL public datasets, and experiments are also performed on an
industrial dataset and the results show superiority of PWiseR loss.

2 Related Works

MTL has gained attraction in the field of recommender systems due to its ability to leverage task relationships, shared
knowledge to improve recommendation quality, and optimize multiple tasks simultaneously [5, 13, 14].

The shared-bottom model, which is widely used in MTL, was proposed by Caruna [5, 15]. This structure uses shared
layers to extract low-level features from input data, that is common across multiple tasks. Covington et al. [16] used
shared-bottom structure for video recommendation. Although this design is successful in reducing over-fitting, it can
face optimization challenges stemming from task discrepancies, as all tasks are required to employ identical parameters
in the shared-bottom layers. To address this, MMOE [7] employs task-specific gates, an extended version of the mixture
of experts [17], allowing different fusion weights in multi-task learning. PLE [8] further refines this by distinguishing
between shared and task-specific components, using a progressive routing mechanism to separate deeper semantic
knowledge. This enhances the efficiency of joint representation learning and information routing across tasks.

An end-to-end framework called ESDF [18] is proposed to address the delayed feedback problem by introducing a time
delay model that analyzes the expected time duration until the user events as click and conversion happen. Furthermore,
Tan et al. proposed a unified ranking model [19] for a multi-task and multi-scene online advertising scenario that
consists of prediction of CTR and CVR in multiple services for users such as news feed, search engines and product
suggestions. There are studies that proposed custom loss functions to enhance modeling of CTR and CVR [20, 21, 22].
Zhang et al. proposed MMN [20] with a dynamically weighted loss that is computed within each mini-batch in order
to address the loss scale imbalance issue for multi-domain and multi-type CVR prediction problem. DUPN [22] is
a unified architecture that learns a general and universal user representation from multiple e-commerce tasks. The
structure combines recurrent neural networks, attention and MTL concept. Same user representation is shared by each
block in the network architecture with specific loss functions to learn weights of ranking features to maximize the CTR
and CTCVR prediction.

Gong et al. [21] introduced bid shading for bid price adjustment in multi-slot advertisement by using a multi-task
framework. The proposed MEBS method consists of win rate model that predicts whether the auction is won with
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Table 1: Demonstration of all possible scenarios with relevant labels in the MTL system.
Scenarios yctryctryctr ycvrycvrycvr Comments

1 0 0 no click and no conversion
2 1 0 click without conversion
3 1 1 click with conversion

a specific bid price, pCTR calibration model for ad position-aware learning, and shading ratio model for predicting
optimal shading ratio and expected surplus. These models in MEBS framework are trained by using shared embeddings
with cross-entropy loss or two custom losses that are expected surplus loss and shading ratio loss functions. However,
these studies could not address distinguishing the samples with CVR label of 1 from the noisy samples and assigning
higher scores for them in the ranking stage with a specific loss function.

3 Method

3.1 Problem Definition

Let us consider the dataset S = {xi, yctr, ycvr} |ni=1, where n is the number of samples in the dataset. Each xi

represents an individual sample that includes various fields such as user information, item details, and combined
features. The labels yctr and ycvr are binary indicators for the i-th sample, representing whether there was a click (yctr)
and whether there was a conversion (ycvr).

Table 1 summarizes the possible outcomes in a MTL system concerning two binary labels: yctr (click-through rate) and
ycvr (conversion rate). The table defines three scenarios: scenario 1, where yctr = 0 and ycvr = 0, indicating no click
and no conversion; scenario 2, where yctr = 1 and ycvr = 0, representing a click without a conversion; and scenario 3,
where yctr = 1 and ycvr = 1, signifying a click with a conversion. In the literature, data from all these scenarios are
typically utilized for CTR prediction. However, considering user interactions, scenario 2 is more likely to contain noise
compared to scenario 3. For instance, scenario 2 may include various erroneous clicks, such as those from bot traffic,
accidental user clicks, click fraud, or click injections. In contrast, scenario 3 involves a conversion, rendering it a much
more reliable example. It is imperative to communicate this distinction to the model in the most appropriate manner to
enhance predictive accuracy. Additionally, it is evident that examples from scenario 3, which involve conversions, have
higher bidding values and consequently generate much higher returns compared to examples from scenario 2.

For the reasons summarized above, we propose a loss function that identifies the examples from scenario 3 as valuable
instances and enforces the classifier model by giving higher weights to these important examples during training.

3.2 Proposed Loss Function

Figure 1 illustrates the general MTL architecture during the training phase, incorporating the proposed loss function. This
loss function is used in conjunction with Binary Cross Entropy (BCE), which is commonly employed in recommender
systems [23, 24, 25, 26], and can be expressed as follows:

Loss = BCE + λPWiseR (1)

where λ is a hyperparameter, often called the balancing term, that controls the importance of the second term, PWiseR
loss, in the total loss function. As in most other methods, BCE loss is used to distinguish between instances belonging to
labels 0 and 1, while pairwise ranking loss is proposed to enforce the network to learn the difference between instances
with and without conversion. Our proposed pairwise ranking loss can be written as,

PWiseR =
1

N

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1,i ̸=j

δ(ŷcvr
j < ŷctNocvr

i −m1) ·
(
ŷctNocvr
i − ŷcvr

j +m1

)2
+

1

K

K∑
k=1

M∑
j=1,k ̸=j

δ(ŷcvr
j < ŷzeros

k −m2) ·
(
ŷzeros
k − ŷcvr

j +m2)
2

(2)

where, N , K and M respectively represent the number of samples with labels yctr = 1&ycvr = 0 (only clicked
no conversion), ycvr = 1 (conversion occurred) and yctr = 0. The terms ŷctNocvr, ŷcvr and ŷzeros ∈ (0, 1) are the
prediction scores for the same ordered labels. δ(condition) is a delta function that returns 1 if the condition is true and
0 otherwise. The constants m1 and m2 are selected margin parameters.
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The provided loss function, PWiseR loss, consists of two terms, the first term penalizes instances where ŷcvr is less
than ŷctNocvr by at least m1 with the penalty being to the square of (ŷctNocvr

i − ŷcvrj +m1). This term will allow the
network to have more confidence in tasks that result in conversion compared to those that only result in clicks, and it
will tend to assign higher prediction scores to these examples. The second term, similar to the first term, will penalize
cases where ŷcvr is less than ŷzeros by at least m2 with the penalty being to the square of (ŷzerosi − ŷcvrj +m2). With
this term, in addition to assigning higher scores to tasks resulting in conversion, it ensures that these examples are more
distinguishable from tasks where no clicks occur.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental setup

This section explains the experiments carried out to prove the effectiveness of PWiseR loss. For reproducibility reasons,
4 different publicly available Alibaba datasets were used that contain CTR and CVR labels. Also in-house private
industrial dataset was used in addition to the public datasets. Table 2 shows the number of impressions and how much of
it consists of clicks and conversions. Alibaba-CCP dataset was obtained from traffic logs on Taobao [27], Alibaba-NL,
Alibaba-FR and Alibaba-US datasets were obtained from traffic logs of the search system on the Aliexpress platform
for different countries [28]. The train-test split of the Ali-CPP dataset was carried out as in [14], and the splits for the
FR, US and NL datasets were carried out as in [29]. FuxiCTR 2.1.3 [30, 31] framework was used for reproducibility
purposes.

Table 2: The table shows the number of impressions, clicks and conversions for all public datasets.
Alibaba FR NL US CCP
Impression 27035601 17717195 27392613 85316519
Click 542753 381078 449608 3317703
Conversion 14430 13815 10830 17167
CTR 2.01% 2.15% 1.64% 3.89%
CVR 2.66% 3.63% 2.41% 0.52%
CTCVR 0.05% 0.08% 0.04% 0.02%

Since our proposed loss function works effectively in both MTL and STL scenarios, experiments were conducted for
both scenarios. Shared Bottom, MMoE and PLE models were used as MTL models. MaskNet [25] and DNN models
were used for STL experiments. To make fair comparisons, the model parameters in multitasking were chosen as
the parameters in [29], and the same parameters were used in both three models and two losses. The parameters of
MaskNet and DNN in the STL experiments were set as default parameters in FuxiCTR. However, unlike BCE, the
PWiseR loss utilizes parameters λ, m1, and m2. Hyperparameter tuning was performed solely for these parameters
using the grid search method, and the obtained parameters are presented in Table 3 for Alibaba-US dataset.

Table 3: The table shows optimum parameters for Alibaba-US dataset results of PLE model that uses PWiseR loss.
H. P. m1m1m1 m2m2m2 λλλ lr BS emb. dim #expert w. decay
Value 0.3 0.3 0.1 1e-3 2048 128 8 1e-6

Performance on MTL models: Table 4 shows a detailed comparison of BCE and the proposed PWiseR losses on
common MTL models, including MMoE, PLE, and SharedBottom, for CTR and CTCVR tasks across four different
public datasets from Alibaba.

The proposed loss function has shown better performance than BCE in the Alibaba FR, NL, and CCP datasets, except
for the SharedBottom model on the Alibaba FR dataset and the MMoE model on the Alibaba CCP dataset for the
CTCVR case. In Alibaba US, MMoE demonstrates improved CTCVR with PWiseR, while BCE yields better results for
CTR. Similarly, PLE marginally enhances CTR with PWiseR, while BCE performs better for CTCVR. SharedBottom
benefits from PWiseR for CTR but BCE outperforms for CTCVR. Overall, PWiseR generally enhances CTR and
CTCVR across most datasets and models, although exceptions exist where BCE performs better.

Performance on STL models: Table 5 presents the results of STL CTR prediction using both BCE and PWiseR losses
for four public datasets across two models: DNN and MaskNet. In the DNN model, the proposed PWiseR loss improves
performance across all datasets except for Alibaba NL. Similarly, for the MaskNet model, PWiseR enhances results in
all datasets except for Alibaba US.
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Table 4: The table compares PWiseR loss performance on Alibaba’s public datasets. AUC metric was used for
comparison and results shown in bold are the best results for each method’s corresponding loss function.

Alibaba US CTR CTCVR Alibaba FR CTR CTCVR
BCE PWiseR BCE PWiseR BCE PWiseR BCE PWiseR

MMoE 71.214 71.158 62.379 62.716 MMoE 72.846 73.069 64.257 64.284
PLE 71.149 71.175 62.365 62.126 PLE 72.883 72.894 64.067 64.369
SharedBottom 70.883 70.941 62.200 61.937 SharedBottom 72.741 72.614 63.941 63.932

Alibaba NL CTR CTCVR Alibaba CCP CTR CTCVR
BCE PWiseR BCE PWiseR BCE PWiseR BCE PWiseR

MMoE 72.890 72.991 63.196 63.336 MMoE 61.852 61.859 40.700 40.399
PLE 72.642 72.668 62.778 62.856 PLE 61.481 61.491 39.774 40.082
SharedBottom 72.924 73.000 63.008 63.266 SharedBottom 61.539 61.840 38.853 38.928

Table 5: The table shows single task CTR prediction of both BCE and PWiseR losses for 4 public datasets.

Dataset DNN MaskNet
BCE PWiseR BCE PWiseR

Alibaba US 70.946 71.112 71.350 71.323
Alibaba FR 72.865 73.015 72.931 72.943
Alibaba NL 73.130 72.935 72.912 73.001
Alibaba CCP 62.255 62.310 62.431 62.441

Performance on Industrial dataset: Table 6 provides a concise overview of the MMoE and PLE models’ performance
on an industrial dataset, focusing on Click-Through Rate (CTR) and Click-Through Conversion Rate (CTCVR)
metrics under both BCE and the proposed PWiseR losses. It’s evident that transitioning to the PWiseR loss leads to
improvements in the AUC results for both CTR and CTCVR across both models. Specifically, for MMoE, the CTR
increases from 79.413 to 79.592, and the CTCVR improves from 69.974 to 70.153. Similarly, for PLE, the CTR rises
from 80.664 to 80.775, and the CTCVR enhances from 71.017 to 71.139. These findings highlight the effectiveness
of the PWiseR loss in enhancing the predictive performance of both MMoE and PLE models on industrial datasets,
particularly in optimizing click-through rates and conversion rates in online advertising contexts.

Table 6: The table shows the results of industrial dataset experiments in terms of AUC(%) metric.

Industrial CTR CTCVR
BCE PWiseR BCE PWiseR

MMoE 79.413 79.592 69.974 70.153
PLE 80.664 80.775 71.017 71.139

5 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel approach for multi-task learning (MTL) in online advertising systems, specifically targeting
the challenges in click-through rate (CTR) and conversion rate (CVR) prediction. Recognizing the inherent sequential
relationship between CTR and CVR tasks, we introduced a task-specific PWiseR loss to address the issue of noisy data
and improve prediction accuracy.

Our approach emphasizes the importance of distinguishing between samples with and without conversions. By
leveraging the sequential pattern of user interactions (impression -> click -> conversion), the proposed PWiseR loss
function encourages the model to prioritize samples with conversions, leading to more reliable and accurate predictions.
This is achieved by penalizing the model for assigning lower scores to conversion samples compared to click-only
samples and non-click samples.

Through extensive experiments on both public and industrial datasets, our proposed method consistently outperformed
traditional binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss in terms of the AUC metric. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the
PWiseR loss in enhancing model performance by reducing the impact of noisy data and improving the ranking accuracy
of high-value samples.
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